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1. How many stations: 70-80 temporary networks, ~1500 
stations/year 

2. Operating budget and staffing: 3.5+ FTE; funding from 
NSF grant thru New Mexico Tech 

3. Current hardware platforms: All staff currently use 
Apple computers, workhorses are Linux (Fedora) servers 
(very recently changed over from Solaris) 



4a. Datalogger/sensor types:  
 RT130s (862), Q330s (504) , RT125As (2599) 
 STS-2, Guralp 3T, Trillium 120 and 240 (841 BB) 
  Also 40Ts, Trillium 40s & compacts  (378 IP/1366 SP) 
 Episensors (41), various HF (>4Hz)  

4b. Mechanisms for bringing in data:  
 >90% of data are from standalone stations.  



5. Failover procedures: Backups of data while in-house,  

6. Regular network operations meetings?  No.  In-person training is 
highly encouraged either before an experiment or preferably when the 
first data are collected. 

7. Principle telemetry: Currently equipment test stations are using Q330s 
with cell modems.  The only active PA/FA project transmitting in real-time 
is utilizing RT130s with cell modems.  Using Antelope, these data are 
received by a server at the host institution and then passed along to the 
DMC. 



8. Network obligations: PASSCAL’s primary objective is to 
archive - products come from the IRIS DMC. 

9. Real-time/reviewable products: none 

10. Internal/external catalogs: none 



11. Local archive features: We do not keep long-term archives of 
data at PASSCAL, only a MySQL database and the Antelope 
database tables.  Once confirmed as received by the DMC, all 
waveforms are deleted. 

12. Other products, on-going work, short-term needs and 
challenges: Our main product is archiving/archiver support. Our 
short-term needs and challenges are related to making the 
archiving steps as painless and quick as possible.  Our QC system 
called Netra is the backbone of this effort and utilizes Antelope. 



A Linux QC* server thru which all data (PA and FA) from PASSCAL 
experiments pass 

Standardized conventions for file names and generally station-channel-
day volumes of data 

A series of repeatable checks on data files, the dataless, and the wfdisc 
table 

Seeking to minimize duplication and overlap in data sent to the DMC 

Always comparing a complete dataless with all data (past and current) for 
each project 

















13. Research tools relied upon: none 

14. 5-year vision for the network:  IRIS PASSCAL is 
looking ahead. This will require equipment that is 
smarter about the meta-data as well as moving closer 
to archive-ready data formats.  Antelope tools that 
continue to simplify and expedite the archiving steps 
will be critical to the success of PASSCAL’s efforts. 







  1. How many stations: 12, 5 real-time and 6 pseudo-
real-time (higher latency) 

  2. Operating budget and staffing: 1.6 FTE ~190k/yr for 
an engineer and a network operator/analyst 

  3. Current hardware platforms: Apple computers with 
an Apple server (probably will be converted over to 
Linux soon) 



  4a. Datalogger/sensor allocations: All 3- or 6-channel 
Q330s with 3 Guralp 3ts and 2 3tbs as well as 9 
STS-2s.   

  4b. Data retrieval mechanisms: 5 stations have real-
time data and the other 6 have lower sample-rate data 
pulled three times a day.  The data are also collected 
during site visits and all of these data are archived, 
adding higher sample rate data (20 and 100sps) to the 
archive for the 6 high-latency stations. 



  5. Failover procedures: Server backups, DMC for some 
RT 

  6. Regular network operator meetings: No 
  7. Principle telemetry mechanisms:  
◦  ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber line) 
◦  Spread spectrum radio link 
◦  MPLS (multiprotocol label switching) 
◦  Xeos satellite (lower sample rate data)  



  3 GEUS stations are transmitted via seedlink 
connection to Denmark and then on to the DMC 

  2 PIC GLISN RT stations are transmitted using 
Antelope orbs 

  Pseudo-real-time stations are tunneled into and 
data files are copied over to a PASSCAL server 
three times a day, then sent to the DMC 



  8. Obligations as a network: PIC GLISN is 
international endeavor but has no standard 
implementation.  Data qc and archiving are 
handled by different nations feeding into a single 
virtual network (_GLISN) leading to different 
standards in quality and even naming 
conventions. Ultimate goal is more open data, 
hopefully better quality...    





  9. RT/reviewed products: None 
  10. Internal/external catalogs: None via PIC 

GLISN 
  11. Local archive: Data are kept locally for use by 

the network operator (some waveform analysis, 
PQLX, hardware troubleshooting) but are not 
shared from here.  All data are sent to the DMC 
and are freely available. 



  12. Other products: None 
  13. Research tools: Currently synthetics and 

orientation analysis are provided by Lamont-
Doherty.  For improving the quality and return rate 
of data, these along with noise analysis and more 
are options on the table. 



  14. 5-year vision: Improve efficiency of archiving and 
quality-controlling of data.  Improving automation of 
checks, triggers, etc with Antelope.  Anybody want to 
share rtexec files?  

  More info at glisn.info  
  We are very interested in improving and adopting new 

tools and strategies to improve the network! 


